
MEET ME 

Planning a meeting or event? Let us take
the weight off your shoulders. 

 
The Merriweather Lakehouse Hotel

welcomes modern meetings,
sophisticated indoor or outdoor

weddings, and team-building events
alongside the breathtaking views of Lake

Kittamaqundi. 
 

With 13 flexible meeting rooms that
encompass more than 12,000 square feet

of space, the Lakehouse is an ideal
intersection of productivity and reprieve

for planners and attendees.
 

Our Event and Culinary Teams are
dedicated to providing you and your

guest with an unforgettable experience. 

at the lake
RELAX & RECONNECT

At a Glance
Located in the heart of Columbia,
MD - a quick drive from
Washington DC or Baltimore

In house dining: Lak Restaurant,
The Rookery Bar, and Osprey
Café

Access to miles of nature trails
surrounding the hotel 

Rooftop Pool and Lounge
overlooking the lake 

Pet Friendly

Complimentary covered garage
parking
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Merriweather Lakehouse
An Autograph Collection

Slip away to our peaceful luxury hotel located alongside Lake Kittamaqundi
in Columbia, Maryland. Tucked into seven wooded acres overlooking the
calm lake, the 212-room hotel provides a relaxing setting in comfortable,
spa-inspired guest rooms, during fine meals at the restaurant, and
throughout languid afternoons at the rooftop swimming pool. Whether you
are watching the sunrise from the comfort of your balcony, immersing
yourself in the beauty of nature along one of the many walking trails, or
enjoying a cocktail on the patio; a stay at The Merriweather Lakehouse is
exactly what you need to relax and reconnect.

212 Guest Rooms, including: 2
VIP Suites, 6 Junior Suites, and 23
balcony rooms 

12,000 square feet of indoor and
outdoor event space that can
accommodate up to 250 guests 

Complimentary Wi-Fi in all rooms
and meeting spaces

24-Hour State of the art Fitness
Center 

Each room includes a Keurig with
Lavazza coffee and tea
selections, smart refrigerator, and
C.O. Bigelow bath products  




